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CLASS – II 
Chapter 2 INTERNAL & EXTERNAL ORGANS

Introduction
- Every living thing is made up of cells. As a wall made of bricks, a class is 

made of students or a book is made of pages. Similarly all living things 
are made up of cells.

- A group of cells make a tissue.
- A group of tissues make an organ.
- Organs are categorised in two groups.

1. Internal organs
2. External organs

- Internal organs are the body parts which we can not see outside. Like 
Brain, Heart, Lungs, Stomach, Food pipe, Bones & muscles etc..

- External organs are the body parts which we can see outside. Like Eyes, 
Ears, Nose, Hands, Legs, Mouth, Fingers, Shoulders etc..

- Functions of internal & external organs
- Internal organs

1. Brain controls our body functions.
2. Heart pumps blood to different parts of body.
3. Food pipe takes food from mouth to stomach.
4. Stomach helps in digestion of food.
5. Lungs help in breathing.
6. Bones & muscles help in movement of body.

- External organs
1. Eyes help us to see things, to read , to watch T.V etc..
2. Ears help us to hear different sounds.
3. Nose helps us to smell.
4. Mouth helps us to eat food.
5. Hands help us to write, to hold things etc..
6. Legs help us to walk , to run, to jump etc..
7. Fingers help us to turn pages, to hold things etc..

- We have some organs which are in pair.
- Internal organs – Lungs and kidneys 
- External organs – Eyes, ears, hands, legs.
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Note- Before attempting the worksheet you must check the video link given below which 
will help you in doing the same correctly.
You can download the worksheets or if you do not have facility to get printout then you 
can ask your ward to copy the worksheet in a simple note book and must do exercise and 
question answers in the note book.
Link :  https://youtu.be/Bid2-6sZaQI
           
           https://youtu.be/rRaAO2nI9qM

EXERCISE
 Ques.1 What are called internal organs?

Ques.2 Circle the internal organs.
Tongue Face Head Brain

Ears Lungs Eyes Nose

Shoulder Stomach Heart Chest

Kidney Hands Elbow Toes

Palm Fingers Waist Legs

Knees Feet Muscles Nails

https://youtu.be/Bid2-6sZaQI
https://youtu.be/rRaAO2nI9qM


Ques.3 Match the internal organs.

Ques.4 Write two internal organs which are in pair.
 __________________
 __________________

Ques.5 Match the external organs.


